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It's so illogical
So unconceivable
How could you ever love anyone(anyone) other then
me?
It's so impossible
so Unbelievable(yeh)
How could you have the nerve to tell me that you wanna
go away
You've gotta be...crazy
to wanna go...that way
I'm telling you...baby please let me just explain

Chrous:
Girl you need to know
If you're gonna go
You'll be back in time
I've got everything you need
Look around and see
Baby, it doesn't get better then me

Yo, It Doesn't get better baby, come on doesnt get
better

You must be magical
Or maybe mystical
That's all you seem to be 
You are not better then me
Could it be possible?
You're just delusional
I am the better one 
So, don't you go... away
you've gotta be...crazy
to wanna go...that way
i'm telling you...baby, please let me explain

(chorus)
Girl you need to know (you need to know)
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If you're gonna go (if you wanna go)
You'll be back in time (you'll be back in time,back in
time)
I've got everything you need (everything you need)
Look around and see (look around and see)
Baby, it doesn't get (doesn't get) better then me
Don't waste my time
I've got girls in line
Moment that you go
I'll be sure to let them know (to let them know)
You'll be on your knees (you'll be on your knees)
Baby, it doesn't get better then me

(bridge)
Girl it doesnt get better
Don't be thinking that you'll ever
Find somebody who is better
Girl it doesn't get better
Don't be thinking that you'll ever
Find somebody who is better
He can't love you like me never

So Girl dont you walk ..away
you gotta be...crazy
to wanna go...that way
i'm telling you...baby, let me explain

(Chorus) 
Girl you need to know 
If you're gonna go (if your wanna go)
You'll be back in time (you'll be back in time)
I've got everything you need (everything you need)
Look around and see (look,look around and see)
Baby, it doesn't get (doesn't get) better then me
Don't waste my time
I've got girls in line
Moment that you go
I'll be sure to let them know (to let them know)
You'll be on your knees (you'll be on your knees)
Baby, it doesn't get (doesnt get) better then me

oh doesnt get better , better than me (Oh yeah better
than me) Better than me 
Come on come on
oh,doesn?t get better ,(doest get better), better than
me
It doesn?t get better than me
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